Abstract-Wireless and Mobile Network Infrastructure services generally examine how different infrastructure providers are positioning themselves to compete in wireless services. These services analyze the opportunities and challenges facing by the infrastructure providers selling to wireless and mobile network operators worldwide. The opportunities and challenges are the review of strategies, market positioning, and future direction in the market for wireless and mobile network infrastructure. The service covers all generations of wireless and mobile network infrastructure: 2G, 2.5G, 3G, and 4G so on global in scope. Majority of the users are mobile wh ile availing these services. Mobility is the most important feature of any wireless and mobile network. Usually, continuous service is achieved by supporting handoff fro m one cell to another. Poorly designed handoff schemes tend to generate very heavy signaling traffic and, thereby, lead to a dramatic decrease in quality of service. In this paper we make a co mparison study on some selective traffic models with priority handoff scheme. The study shows how a handoff procedure has a significant impact on wireless mobile network performance on the basis of two primary criteria -Blocking probability of originating calls and the forced termination probability of ongoing calls. In addition to this the study shows arrival rate of handoff calls, and appro ximate nu mber of mobile users that get serviced by underlying base station.
I. Introduction
The rapid growth in the demand for wireless services has led to an intense research effort to ach ieve an efficient use of the resources of wireless and mobile network infrastructure (WMNI). The channel (frequency, time slot, spreading code, or co mbination of them) is a limited resource for any wireless communicat ions. The traffics (request and demand for services) are increasing day by day for any kind of wireless services. Different WMNI providers are positioning themselves to compete these services in different ways with the opportunities and challenges. These include a review of strategies, market positioning, and future direction in the market fo r the WMNI. The services cover all generations of the WMNI-2G, 2.5G, 3G, and 4G so on global in scope. A major challenge for them (s mooth services) is proper allocation of channels to these ever increasing traffics. The channel associated with a current connection served by a base station (BS) is changed while a call is in progress because majority of the users are mobile wh ile availing these services. Therefore, mobility is then become most important feature of any wireless and mobile network (WMN). It is natural fro m a user's perspective that once a service provider starts providing services to users; their services must be uninterrupted anyhow. A mobile station (MS) moves through the coverage area (service area) of the underlying BS. Serv ices however may be interrupted while a M S crosses the cell boundary (coverage area) of its current BS. But continuous service is achieved by supporting handoff (handover) fro m one cell to the next adjacent cell as MS moves through the coverage area of the underlying BS. The handoff algorithms as proposed by different researchers are able to determine the dynamics of these MSs which move through the WMN [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
Several co mpetent factors influence to occurring a handoff. The most significant factors are MS's mobility irrespective of the direction of its movements, and relative signal strength (RSS) of the BSs. They affect as follows. First, when a MS moves across a cell boundary fro m the serving The handoff phenomena in a mob ile network environment has become progressively more important issue as cell sizes shrink to acco mmodate an increasingly large MSs in terms of demand for services [4] . Although a handoff is divided into two broad categories-hard and soft handoffs, the term (handoff) we will use throughout this paper refers to former type of handoff (i.e. hard handoff). A schematic diagram of typical hard handoff is shown in Fig. 2 . In Fig. 2 Eventually, a handoff thus happened. In this case, the active set of MSs therefore consists of at most one BS at any given time. The cellu lar structure of the coverage area of a BS is shown in Fig. 3 [19] . A poorly designed handoff scheme tends to a dramat ic decrease in quality of services (QoS). The reason is that very heavy signaling traffic in part icular is generated and a situation of more call rejection may be raised. Thus a handoff procedure has a significant impact on the performance of the system undersigned. A handoff scheme is generally designed based on traffic models with single or mult iple traffics in a cell and with or without assigning any priority to a service request. In this paper we consider a p riority based traffic models in presence of multip le traffics in a cell. For simplicity, we have selected two traffic models -El-Dolil et al's, and Xie and Kuek's models. The first model is single dimensional where as the second model is applicable for both single-and two-d imensional. Th is paper is organized as fo llows. First, we p ropose a suitable approach in section II. The approach is co mmon for both the selected traffic models fro m the simu lation point of view. The performance metrics of the selected traffic models are given in section III. The simulated results have been shown in section IV. At last, the paper is fin ished drawing remarkab le conclusions on the performances measured for the traffic models selected 
II. Proposed Approach
Mobility is the most important feature of a wireless cellu lar mobile network. The MSs move randomly in the coverage area. Consider the Fig. 1 in this regard. But a handoff is only possible when a MS either crosses a cell boundary merely or its RSS is lower than threshold value. Crossing a cell boundary may be possible three ways. First, when MSs move fro m a cell in radial distance r to a cell at radial distance ) 1 (  r and so on. Second, this case is exactly opposite to the previous one that means MSs move fro m a cell in radial distance r to a cell at rad ial distance and so on. Third, MSs in this case move fro m a cell ) 1 (  r to another along the same radial distance r . However, third case is very less responsible for a handoff to be happened since RSS of a M S remains same. Consider the Fig. 3 fo r the purpose. Second case is however comparatively less responsible for a handoff to be happened since RSS of a MS become strengthen as they move towards their servicing MT. Now suppose that MSs move away fro m their current MT. So me of them may be co me back to the p revious redial level. Effective number of MSs those are actually would be handed-off will be less. Assume that this number is two-third of the MSs initiated requests. We exploit this feature to co mpute all the effective parameters of the selected traffic models and the associates that have been considered in this paper and in [1] [2] . Therefore, handoff problem arises in cellular mobile and wireless networks when a co mmun icating platform moves fro m a spatial (source) region served by one wireless gateway to a (target) region served by another [1] [2] [3] [28] . This approach thus provides high precise location and tracking of MSs by explo iting these advanced traffic models.
III. Proposed Approach
It is important to ensure the MSs that today's WMNs even in next-generation would guarantee on the services of their requests. Therefore a handoff procedure would have a significant impact on WMNs performance. A proper traffic model is then required to effectively manage ever increasing traffics (MSs) serving by their respective MTs. The performance metrics (simu lation parameters) responsible for providing better services by WMNs are organized as follows. (1) 
Selection of Traffic Models
For the WMNs, it is important to establish a traffic model before analy zing the performance of the system. Several traffic models have been established based on different assumptions such as user's mobility and the types of traffics. The traffics in teleco mmun ication networks (TNs) and WMNs are traditionally classified into voice and data but the present rapid advancements of technology growth promise audio and video services the channels too. Here we consider two traffic models. First model is one-dimensional where as second model is both one-and second-dimensional. The dimension stands for either text or voice requests [3] [29].
1) El-Dolil et al.'s Traffic Model:
The highway is segmented into cellu lar structures (microcells) with small BSs. Assume that along the highway radio signals fro m mob ile stations are cigar-shaped. With these assumptions, the H  is determined as in [2] [3] We will explo it the estimate of general mathemat ical expressions for the parameters of (1) as estimated in [ [1] [2] [3] .
2)
Xie and Kuek's Ttraffic Model: This model assumes a uniform density of mob ile users (MSs) throughout an area of coverage of MTS and that a user is equally like ly to move in any direction with respect to the cell boundary. The Figures 1, 4 , and 5 illustrate distributions and mobility of MSs and their supporting MTs [21] . 
Determination of Blocking Probabilities
A handoff request is generated in a cell when a MS approaches a cell fro m a neighboring cell with significant received signal strength. A priority is set to handoff requests by assigning R S channels exclusively for handoff calls out of S channels assigned for a cell. The BSs commun icate with MSs allocating a channel out of the channel band. Both originating and handoff calls share the remain ing R c S S S   channels in the band. The channels sharing are shown in Fig. 6 [1-4 ].
The  represents departure rate (number of MSs get serviced in unit time). B for handoff requests could be determined by (3) and (4) respectively similar to [3] . 
Determination of Call Blocking Rate
A MS when initiates a call, it generally expects to be get serviced immed iately. Before that, a request must be enqueed in a priority queue. We take advantages of Splay operations performed on a splay tree once a call is scheduled. The priority queue generated in [5] is implemented to a splay tree. A call wh ich is currently the root node of this splay tree gets served by its current MT ) , (
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BS say
. A call is also scheduled fro m the tree using SIRO queuing principle. At a particu lar radial level r fro m MT as shown in Fig. 3 [23] could be decided by (5) and (6) 
IV. Simulation
The parameters of all the equations in this paper are 
V. Conclusion
To the best of our knowledge, it is the first time that explicit mathematical exp ressions have been proposed to determine the arrival rate H  of the handoff calls.
We follow easy methods that are capable of implementing priority scheme analytically for the selected traffic models. Simu lation results show that our algorith m performs better than some existing algorith ms. The proposed models have achieved expected number of handoffs on average. Compared with other handoff algorith ms, the only overhead of the proposed approach is proper allocation of channels. It is observed that increasing average number of calls of a mobile users in a day helps in improvement of the blocking probabilit 
